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uy 1920 the twenty six year old genealogical

society had
won a permanent and prominent place in the official programs
of the church nearly every ward and stake had a genealogical
organization temple attendance was increasing and the expertise of the society staff was always in demand by people who
came to do research genealogical leaders were continually
quoting the prophet joseph smiths statement that the greatest
responsibility in this world that god has laid upon us is to seek
after our dead and they seemed determined to emblazon that
attitude upon the conscience of every latter day saint nevertheless
th eless only a handful of saints in most wards were devoting
much time to genealogical research although the number of
members heeding the persistent call for genealogical work was
growing gradually
the next two decades saw tremendous growth the inauguration of several new programs and the emergence of some important new leaders susa young gates reminisced in 1927
we who have seen this organization develop from

a dozen
founders in 1894
with headquarters in a little upper room in the
historians office to a lively membership of 4724 with spacious
and luxurious library and offices in the church office building
contemplate with wonder the daily renewed miracle
1
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growth of the society
by the end of 1937 the library contained over 19200 books
including several thousand volumes from scandinavia germany
and the british isles obtained by john A widtsoe while he was
president of the european mission the society planned to spend
2500 annually on new books only four genealogical libraries
in the country were more extensive the library of congress in
washington the new england historic genealogical society
library in boston the newberry library in chicago and the new
york genealogical and biographical society library in new york
city in 1928 one well known genealogist from chicago remarked
that although some libraries had more books the indexing system
2
had
finest
he
library
was
ever
seen
utah
the
the
of
the library
served an average of seventy five patrons each day 3
by 1934 the society had nearly 6000 lifetime members and
hundreds of annual members that year it moved into new headquarters in the joseph FE smith memorial building with expanded
research facilities that could accommodate 300 researchers twenty
trained researchers worked for the research bureau and the new
temple index bureau had a card file of over six million names 4
during this era genealogy became highly institutionalized in
the church through home teachers classes for various age groups
handbooks numerous new committees and an increasing amount
of official endorsement and emphasis from church leaders at all
levels in the 1920s the patriarch to the church hyrum G smith
headed a committee on activities and lesson work intended to
promote both conviction and activity among church members
working with priesthood leaders auxiliary officers and church
schools the committee promoted publications sponsored conventions
ventions erected memorials promoted family organizations and
urged temple excursions
the great depression of the 1930s provided in one respect
an unexpected stimulus to genealogical work many who were out
of work took the opportunity to do some long neglected family
research one society staff member later noted that there was
probably more work done in this period than at any previous time
with the library often filled to capacity 5
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As might be expected all this expansion was accompanied by

intensive discussions some differences over policy and a few misunderstandings several thorny questions were debated in these two
decades their resolutions had important consequences for the future

new leaders
during these years of expansion the society was led by four
different presidents the first three were all members of the first
presidency of the church during their tenure as president of the
society anthon H lund who served as president after the death
of franklin D richards in 1899 until his own death in 1921
1921
charles W penrose who died in 1925 and anthony W ivins who

society officials 1923 in front of the church administration building
shown are left to right church president heber J grant board
member joseph christenson librarian elder charles W penrose pres
ident elder anthony W ivins vice president william A morton secreWidt soe
tary elder joseph fielding smith treasurer elder john A widtsoe
board member patriarch hyrum G smith board member courtesy
utah state historical society
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held the position until 1934 at that point elder joseph fielding
smith of the council of the twelve was appointed president
elder smith had been a member of the board since 1907 he had
also served as librarian editor secretary treasurer and vice president by the time he was released in 1961 he had led the society
longer than any other president
soe also of the council of the twelve was
widtsoe
elder john A Widt
appointed to the board of the society soon after being called as
an apostle in 1921 A respected scholar and academician widtsoe
brought broad perspective and foresight into guiding the direction of the society for the thirty years he served on the board
he helped create support for the establishment of a temple index
bureau he also promoted such significant projects as micro
filming and propounded views that anticipated future programs
such as the name extraction program
the position in the society that demanded the most time
was that of secretary since the president was always a general
authority of the church and therefore able to devote only part of
his time to the society the secretary became the full time manager
in 1928 this position went to archibald E bennett who devoted
the rest of his career to the society and became one of the most
well known genealogists in
the church and in the genea
ealogical
world he was the
author of numerous books
and articles his best known
work was saviors on mount
zion a genealogical instruction manual published for the
sunday schools in 1950 his

archibald F bennett ca 1938
author teacher publicist
genealogical enthusiast and
society secretary 1928 1961
he was popularly known
in the church as mr
genealogy
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writings public addresses classes at brigham young university
and willingness to help people at the society endeared him to
many an avid researcher he became particularly interested in the
family of joseph smith through some clever genealogical
sleuthing he discovered a previously unknown daughter who
died in infancy in the family of joseph smith sr 6
after elder smith became president in 1934 he employed
L garrett myers a banker by profession as the superintendent of
research and as assistant treasurer myers later became superintendent of the society working behind the scenes and receiving little
recognition he directed the day to day work of the society for
twentyfive
twenty five years

grass roots inspiration the temple index bureau

the upsurge in genealogical

activity and temple work among
church members inevitably resulted in duplication of effort
incomplete and inaccurate records and serious discussions about
solving such problems leaders became increasingly concerned
over the fact that overlap in research by unacquainted branches of
the same family frequently led to duplication of temple work
because no effective cross referencing existed between the
temples further the demand for names to accommodate temple
patrons sometimes led to the performance of vicarious ordinances
before the deceased person had been accurately identified or the
family relationships clearly proven
beginning at least as early as the 1890s various unsuccessful
attempts were made to eliminate duplication of research and
temple work some families experimented with their own card
indexing system the society developed a rudimentary surname
index to families submitting names for temple work but it was not
an adequate reference to individuals 7 another effort to avoid
duplication would be eschewed by modern librarians although it
seemed to be a practical solution at the time when a name is
taken from the books researchers were instructed in 1919
a check mark should be placed opposite that name to the end
that no one else shall take that name again for purposes of temple
work 8 this policy continued until 1927 various other solutions
were tried but none were adequate
1I
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harry H russell ca 1937
founder and director of the
temple index bureau

harry russell was one
of those people most concerned about research and
temple ordinance duplication his efforts eventually
resulted in the establishment 0of an important new
approach to the problem
converted to the church
in 1912 at age forty three
russell moved to utah and
became actively engaged
in temple work and genealogical research from 1914 to 1918 he
served as a missionary on the temple block in salt lake city and
for twenty years he was an officiator in the salt lake temple
one of harry russells research sources was a book of the
genealogy of the abbott family after spending some 360 days in
the temple performing proxy ordinances for his ancestors listed
in the book he learned that certain relatives were also doing
abbott names in the st george temple he went south to visit
them to his dismay he discovered that they had the same book
and had been doing work for the same names he had done in the
salt lake temple his training as an accountant and businessman
led him to quickly calculate the hours lost if such duplications
were taking place in all the churchs
churche temples five were operating
in 1920 and the alberta temple was nearing completion the
results greatly offended his business sense for he saw untold loss
of both time and money most of which could be avoided by an
effective coordinating system he was so dismayed with the situation that even though he continued to work as a temple officiator
he refused at least for the time being to perform endowments for
his own progenitors 9 but he did not let the matter drop rather
he began to press for the establishment of a clearinghouse that
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would index all names for which temple ordinances had been
performed identify them properly to avoid duplication and incorporate all past ordinances into the index
harry russell had embarked on a difficult campaign several
obstacles stood in his way including some officers of the society
who even though they recognized the problem had objections to
the kind of bureau he was proposing joseph fielding smith for
example was initially reluctant to plunge into new water 10 one of
his concerns apparently was the high cost involved since it
would take considerable manpower to go through all the records
transfer them to index cards then keep the system up to date but
russell found support from other leaders including elder john A
heberj
widtsoe and president heber
heberdJ grant
harry russells unyielding tenacity was one of the major
factors in establishing the temple index bureau he always
called it his baby quipping that getting it approved was just
like having labor pains 11 yet it would not have been born without the help of others at least by 1921 all the temple presidents had joined the chorus of voices calling for something
to be done at the time of april 1921 general conference elder
widtsoe met with the temple presidents and recorders after
much discussion they decided that a committee should be
formed consisting of representatives from each temple to formulate a plan 12 at a similar meeting during the october conference the committee presented a plan which the temple
officials approved on 3 november elder widtsoe reported this
progress to the directors of the society who then instructed
the activities and programs committee chaired by elder wid
etsoe
tsoe to continue working on the project and to bring some
definite recommendations and cost estimates to the board and
to the first presidency joseph fielding smith apparently more
supportive of the project by this time and joseph christenson
were members of this committee by the following april their
plans were in order and the new temple index bureau was
established officially the index bureau became an adjunct
to the church historians office because it was considered part
of the record keeping system of the church the index bureau
was not transferred to the society until 1942 harry russell
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received a fitting recognition for all his efforts when he was
appointed the first superintendent of the new bureau
russell had the momentous task of providing an index of all
the names that had ever been endowed the executive committee
of the society and joseph fielding smith in particular gave wholehearted support the society quickly ordered 200000 cards that
had been specially designed by russell within two years another
200000 were needed eventually the index would consist of
1Im
nillions of cards
illions
this new program led to a new kind of church missionary
call in each community where a temple stood except laie
hawaii women with typing skills were called as missionaries to
transfer names from temple records to index cards in august of
1922 twelve missionary typists were busily engaged at the salt
lake temple five in logan four in manti and three in st george
russell supervised the work insisting that special attention be
paid to accuracy after nearly five months the typists in the logan
temple had completed 126000 index cards and all but 44000
had been checked against the original records and sent to salt lake
city 13 by 1924 the church had authorized placing five typists in
addition to russell himself on full time salary

typists preparing index cards from the temple records at the temple
index bureau ca 1924 harry H russell is in the background the
index was used to eliminate name submissions for whom temple ordinances had already been performed
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1994
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bureau took four and one half years to get the index in
order so that it could begin functioning as a clearinghouse for vicarious endowments in the meantime several problems had to be
solved some were purely functional such as what kind of material
should be used in index cards not content with just any index
card russell conducted elaborate durability tests on various cards
before approving which to use As the work progressed the question arose whether the index could be used by researchers before
it was complete in october 1925 the bureau decided to allow families when properly supervised to use the partially completed
index as a check for duplication in their own research 14
russells most complicated problem was devising an efficient
system of filing one that would facilitate name finding as quickly
and accurately as possible because of variant surname spellings a
patron could expend considerable time searching in dozens of
places for a single surname russell noted for instance that there
were thirty eight different ways to spell smith to solve the problem he devised a phonetic filing system so that all names that
sounded alike would be located together auxiliary cards guided
researchers from alternate spellings to the standard spelling for
each name patronymic prefixes were ignored hence names
beginning with such prefixes as von or mac were filed under the
first letter following the prefix
despite russells painstaking work his system was neither
flawless nor problem free even though he prepared detailed
instructions for his filers some of them did not follow instructions
and the system fell down in the execution as he put it when he
discovered the flaws he began immediately to have the cards
rearranged but after five years the job was still not complete with
a task so monumental and filled with so much potential for human
error understandably the bureau continued to be plagued with
problems and never completely solved the dilemma of duplication 15
harry russells frustrations were complicated by the fact that
he was creating a new system with which others might disagree
1
I think you made a very
for example elderjoseph
fielding
rjoseph
smith
eider joseph
elder
Elde
eide
ail prefixes the apostle had written him
ali
great blunder in ignoring all
when he first devised the plan while russell worried about countering authority he did not change his mind in 1932 elder smith
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urged russell to adopt a phonetic filing for given names similar to
the one used for surnames in russells mind this was a patent
impossibility the task of rearranging and making adequate
headers cross reference cards was so gigantic as to be unthinkable the surname problem was complicated enough but to try to
file phonetically the thousands of given names such as niels nets
nels
nils ann anna anne annie and so on ad infinitum was he
said ridiculous to even consider it at all such a departure from
the system of locating given names according to spelling would
mean disaster loss of money and ruin in the files remember that
cards are going into the files at the rate of almost half a million
minion a
year we are distracted with the complexities that we now have to
say nothing of adding more he wrote in 1952
1932 three years later
still miffed at elder smiths continued pressures to change the system he gently reminded his superior of the value of practical
experience in the business of filing he had already tried the
proposed system and found it unworkable

its easy for people to stand off and say why dont you do thus and
when they have no practical experience in the matter in question and when the matter has been tried found wanting and abandoned long ago if we do not know more about our own problem
than any one else we should be arrested and sent to provo 16
so

whatever else may be said for harry russell it will never be said
that he was afraid to speak his mind symbolic of his ultimate
commitment he often signed such letters yours for the dead
by 1925 most of the indexing was complete and harry russell
was ready to begin what he called the stupendous task of arranging the cards in the files so as to be get at able to do this he estimated would require his staff to handle about three million cards
five to ten times each the files were nearly complete by october
1926 on 12 october russell was assigned to prepare a notice for
nems
news that would make the announcement he had long
the deseret
deseretnews
awaited beginning 1 january 1927 all temple sheets prepared for
endowments must pass through the temple index bureau this
would apply to all except the hawaii temple which would keep its
own index system 17 the job of clearing names through the temple
index bureau then became a prominent aspect of the work of the
genealogical society for the next sixty years
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harry russell had one final difference of opinion with joseph
fielding smith the index cards reflected endowments that had
been performed but not the sealing ordinances complete accuracy russell felt demanded that the sealing records also be
indexed he began to work toward this end and apparently was
able to file at least some sealing cards joseph fielding smith
however disagreed with russells plan in elder smiths opinion
the number of duplications prevented by adding the sealing
records would be minimal and hardly worth the tremendous cost
in time and money but russell persisted and on 18 april 1935
went over elder smiths head by writing to president heber J
grant president grant forwarded the letter to elder smith asking
for more information elder smith immediately wrote a long explanation of his view to the church president then drafted a reprimand to russell when are you going to quit annoying president
heber J grant he asked asserting that less than one fourth of
one percent of the index cards contained insufficient information
now please let president grant alone and quit bothering him with
this kind of matter
it is not becoming in you to constantly try to
place me in a hole by appealing to president grant and stating that it
is with difficulty that you can get anything accomplished we have
decided that the bureau shall be an index bureau and not a bureau
of records 18

harry russell could hardly contain himself you are off on the
gio
910
9lo
alo
wrong foot he told elder smith you are wrong exactly 99 91107
all
ali
ail
for instead of some cards with a lack of necessary information an
cards containing records of endowments up to 1928 were incomplete the recording of endowments up to that point he said was
disgracefully deficient and defective it omitted names of fathers
mothers husbands and wives the only solution was to put sealing
sealings for the dead in the files for the
dealings
cards at least pertaining to sealings
period before 1928 then with a touch of humor russell wrote
after you have the SEALING CARDS UP TO JANUARY 1928 1I will be
perfectly willing to hold my peace quit saying mean things about
your defective temple records and be a real good little boy from
that time on 19
one complicating factor only hinted at in this correspondence
was the irregularity in the sealing records that grew out of the
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10
20
nineteenth century practice of adoption20
adoption elder smith felt it would
be unwise for such information to be made generally available to
families whose ancestors had been adopted into other families and
he was disturbed whenever it was discovered that workers in the
index bureau had given out such information he believed this pracmisunderstanding
m is
tice could only cause needless confusion and understanding
dealings not
eventually elder smith requested that the record of all sealings
connected with actual family relationships be made unavailable 21
despite all the challenges the temple index bureau made a
laudable record for itself A name could be cleared for temple
work in an average of thirty five seconds during the first five
years of operation a total of 4246668 names were checked resulting in the prevention of 264334 duplications about 6 percent
by 1 january 1936 the number of names checked had reached
6833371 with 561535 duplications avoided one month later
on 2 february harry russell died hopefully well satisfied with
how his baby had matured in time the percentage of duplicate
rejection increased by the end of 1959 the bureau housed nearly
21800000 cards had checked over 29000000 and avoided
nearly 6000000 duplications about 20 percent 22

society staff sorting temple index bureau index cards ca 1935 harry
H russell sits on the right side of the table courtesy delbert and
barbara roach
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research assistance
while indexing and avoiding duplication in temple work was
important promoting genealogical research was still the primary
function of the society research activity increased dramatically in
the 1920s and 1930s along with the development of several new
programs within the society and accelerated efforts to generate
enthusiasm at stake and ward levels
beginning in the early 1920s the society no longer appointed
field agents on an official basis apparently it did not want to be
held officially responsible for the work of professional researchers
still the society continued to recommend competent professionals to its patrons and even transmitted funds from utah
patrons to foreign researchers these included some former agents
13
of the society 23
the society made every effort to expose research scams
in 1935 for example it issued a strong warning in the deseret
news against certain individuals styling themselves genealogists
who are resorting to an attractive type of advertising and thereby
inducing many members to place orders with them for genealogical research according to the warning such people simply gathered names indiscriminately with no proof of family connection
these names could not be used for temple work under the rules of
that time 24 the following year the society called attention to a
group known as the media research bureau that was advertising
compiled genealogies for sale which in reality are brief compilations of very general information already in print and of very little
use to those who purchase copies 112525
while the library encouraged research it attempted to avoid
duplication of research effort by restricting patrons to pursuit of
only four surname lines of their own ancestors As stated in the
temple and genealogical handbook of 1924 limiting the performance
formance of temple ordinances in behalf of those who are the
kindred of the individuals engaging in that sacred work is intended to prevent the endless confusion and repetition that would
1126
26 patrons
were supposed to
result if there was no limitation 2126
bine
line they were working on to lillian cameron
indicate which fine
who was placed in charge of library research in 1920 work on
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additional lines was permitted only after a further request was
approved cameron could also employ workers to do research for
patrons at a cost of fifty cents per hour for members and sixty
cents for non
nonmembers
members of the society the researchers received
forty cents and the society kept the rest as a service fee 27
lillian camerons work in assisting research was in addition
to her other duties as librarian because the position of research
supervisor was not established until 1923 susa young gates
accepted the first appointment but within a few months the executive committee decided that a man should have the assignment 28
in 1924 the society established the research bureau headed by
andrew K smith
the recommendation to establish a research bureau came from
soe during an extensive scandinavian
board member john A Widt
widtsoe
tour on church business elder widstoe observed genealogical
researchers doing work for utah members and he became
convinced the society should supervise their labors he recommended that this objective be accomplished through a central
research bureau established by the church
the society did not adopt the worldwide supervisory program elder widtsoe had in mind but it did establish the research
bureau which supervised all research done at the library hired
researchers made contacts with foreign researchers transferred
money to foreign countries when needed conducted classes in
genealogical research assisted in obtaining information not available in the library and acted as a general clearinghouse in coordinating research activities As in the case of many such innovations
the new bureau did not escape criticism the logan temple
recorder complained for example that the society was attempting
to corral all genealogical research the society replied our
research work is optional with the people as to whether they
accept it or not 112929
the research bureau expanded rapidly employing at least
twenty full time researchers as well as several part time people in
1932 the bureau was organized into three major divisions the
first division the research department provided research help
in several languages and offered to undertake any kind of service connected with the searching and compiling of records
281
211
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staff members looked for overlapping research filled out family
group sheets and temple sheets as research was completed had
the temple sheets checked with the temple index bureau and
later recorded completed temple ordinances A subdivision
known as the correspondence department sought information in
other parts of america and in europe when requested by patrons
the second division the instruction department organized
classes in genealogical research published lessons and offered
instructional services to all the stakes and wards of the church for
those who were too far away from the library the department
offered personal help and instruction by correspondence
A third division the research clearing house aided people
who were doing their own research and wished to cooperate with
an elaborate plan for avoiding duplication of res
earch one of the
research
research clearing house subdivisions the information bureau
kept a mailing list of all patrons with a known relationship to any
particular surname a progress sheet for each researcher and a
book of pedigree charts with an index to those who had contri
each pedigree the information bureau endeavored to
tributed
provide preliminary reports to those who requested information
by correspondence though it became immediately evident that
the demand exceeded the bureaus ability to respond quickly
the genealogical archive was another subdivision of the
research clearing house to the extent that genealogists were
willing to cooperate with this archive their completed genealogical research was filed in a series of surname books by 1928 the
archive had accumulated 13000 surnames researchers wishing
to deposit copies of their records in the archives were charged a
nominal fee for copying and indexing for dedicated genealogists
the advantages of building up a major file of completed work was
well worth the cost 30 in 1928 a new file the patrons section
was created which consisted of family group sheets submitted by
patrons the clearing house also housed church census records
pedigree charts and an index to a variety of church historical
records known as the early church records index the research
clearing house was renamed the church genealogical archives in
1929 and renamed again as the church records archives in 1942
as part of the new names processing procedures that are discussed
in more detail below 31
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genealogical archives record room 1937 left to right esther C naylor
marcella collett W henry chase ellen obrien olive davis the
archive solicited family group sheets and pedigree charts from society
members courtesy delbert and barbara roach

several problems plagued the research bureau including
serious financial deficits the bureau was lenient in collecting
unpaid accounts and the supervision charges did not meet the
1935 the deficit
departments overhead expenses in march 1955
amounted to 3000 A large number of inactive accounts were
carried on the books that is open accounts of patrons who had
not come back for some time the bureau attempted to rectify the
problems by placing a 10 percent supervision fee on all funds
deposited by instituting more rigid accounting collecting and
auditing procedures and by closing inactive accounts by mid
31
1936 such financial difficulties were apparently subsiding 32
the
society continued to assist in research through 1966 when
the increase in church membership made it impossible to provide
this service to all members of the church
As genealogical activity quickened throughout the church in
the 1930s a number of stakes proposed the creation of local or
branch genealogical libraries the society however officially
discouraged such suggestions the directors felt that small
branches could not provide adequate research facilities under any
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circumstance a better policy would be to spend all available
resources in building the central library in salt lake city in 1934
1954 a
genealogical archive was established in the british mission without
serious objection from salt lake city but the general preference
13
for centralization remained 33
decentralization was an idea ahead
of its time the concept was revived thirty years later when it
became feasible to create effective branch libraries
despite all the programs and activities and what appears to
be an amazing surge of genealogical activity and success the directors of the society were not fully satisfied nor apparently would
they be until they felt that all church members were doing their
genealogical duty in connection with a plea for more funds in
societys
1939 the editors of the Socie
tys magazine wondered aloud why
more members of the church were not as enthusiastic as they
we wonder at times if the membership of our church understand
1134
5734
34
the real function of the genealogical society 5134
apparently one reason for lack of participation in genealogical research was financial people did minimal research in the
1930s simply because they could not afford even the small fees
chang
charg
charged
ed at the library the society itself sometimes provided
research help for certain worthy poor who could obtain recommendations
mendations from their bishops some patrons were permitted to
pay with produce in the eyes of at least one researcher this practice tended to get out of hand As she told one of her supervisors
she refused to accept any more dried apples or prunes she had
31
eaten them all winter and could hardly bear to look at another 35
in the meantime the society continued to seek ways to
help church members improve their research skills and avoid
duplication one way was to encourage surname and family
organizations 36 surname organizations consisted of people
doing research on particular surname lines regardless of direct
family relationships family organizations were composed of
people doing research connected with particular family lines
such organizations could help avoid duplication and thus facilitate more effective less expensive research 37 the society
seemed to give some preference to researchers who were members of such groups
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correcting slipshod research

the

1894 revelation received by wilford woodruff regarding
the importance of researching ones own ancestors became in the
early twentieth century the justification for restricting ones
research to his or her direct ancestral lines the fact that this rule
was not always followed is evinced in a 1929 letter from the
Socie tys board of directors to president heberj
societys
heberd grant complaining
that a certain laxity has grown up in some of our methods A great
deal of temple work was being done for individuals not identifiable
either as direct ancestors or as members of any family group As a
result some genealogists had molded their methods to that attitude and devices are used by them to obtain numerous names of
the dead with just barely sufficient personal identification to get
past the rules of the temples these rules were so lax they
protested that some family group genealogies were not really
family groups in the spirit of true genealogical research the very
success of research has come to be judged by the quantitative
output of names and by the cheapness or the speed of copying
7338
1131
38
names from sources readily available 7331
in the minds of the directors of the society such slipshod
methods were unjustifiable even if more careful research would
mean a decrease in temple work such an attitude if unchecked
would soon demoralize the whole system of research and destroy
the truth and sanctity of our temple records it would deliberately
teach our people to forget the necessity for making lineal connections with their ancestors 39 the society urged therefore that
people do research first on their own direct family lines and recommended that if they were to do research on related families
ommended
they should do it in connection with representatives from those
families only as a last resort should permission be given for any
other kind of name gathering and then only with the understanding that every effort would be made to connect the names
within family groups 40
the problem did not abate however partly because some
saints were so anxious to collect names for temple work that they
would accept even the most tenuous proof of family connections
and partly because the limited supply of names provided by the
113
133
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research process threatened to close down or limit the operation
of some temples in 1935 one professional researcher who was
also a member of the los angeles stake genealogical board exacerbated the debate when he solicited work by pointedly criticizing
the church policy of doing temple work only for names with identifiable family relationships experienced genealogists know this
cannot be done beyond a few generations he argued and experienced temple workers know that it would be only a matter of a
short time until temple work would be retarded as a result of this
misguided effort that time has now arrived he claimed that his
stake had received instructions to gather not only the much
maligned locality names but surnames wherever they can be
found when this attitude was reported to the board of the
society they quickly disapproved such counsel as inconsistent
with and contrary to the revealed word of the lord on our responsibility in temple work and the established policy of the church as
to our responsibility 41
the next year it was discovered that a member of the mesa
temple presidency had been promoting genealogical research in
california claiming that the current policy had almost stopped the
flow of names from the california mission without consulting
the mission presidency he arranged genealogical meetings in various branches took with him various books and encouraged the
people to begin by extracting names regardless of family relationship when the mission president brought this to the attention of
the society elder joseph fielding smith on behalf of the society
fired back a strongly worded letter roundly condemning the attitude
of the arizona genealogist and reiterating the policy of the society
we have given instructions repeatedly

that members of the
we are
church should confine their activities to their own lines
taught that the work is not complete until parents are sealed and
their children are also sealed to the parents this makes it necessary
that the family units be maintained when names are gathered at
random without any thought of family order and the baptisms and
sea lings our greatest
dealings
endowments are done then what about the sealings
difficulty in the genealogical work is in trying to unravel work of this
nature for members of the church they too frequently gather
names and go to the temple feeling that they are accomplishing
something and then find themselves in a tangle we are unable in
many cases to unravel the tangle
temple work must be orderly
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and when it is not it leads to endless confusion we who are at the
head of the genealogical work have protested and do now protest
against the procuring of names at random and without due knowledge of relationship 42

the solution to the problem in the eyes of the society was to
7143
1113
43
be found in more and continuous research 7113
but the problem
would not be solved so simply it would persist for several decades
until a new procedure known as extraction would reduce the
requirement for research to generate the volume of names needed
by the temples

stake and ward genealogical organization

the growth of genealogical work was unavoidably accompanied by greater institutionalization in salt lake city and at the local
is not an auxiliary joseph fielding
level this organization
smith emphasized to an idaho falls genealogical convention
in 1922
get that firmly fixed in your minds the sunday school primary
religion class mutual and relief society these are auxiliary organizations but this organization is a part of the great temple work
system of the church
it has a place which is unique peculiar
to itself it has a position which is absolutely necessary in this
church and kingdom 44

with this attitude the officers of the society set about to
strengthen local organizations and enlarge their sphere of
activity they organized a kind of correlation committee headed
by john A widtsoe and including representatives from the sunday school young mens and young womens mutual improvement associations church education the primary and
provement
brigham young university one objective was to place all church
15
over the next
organizations in close touch with the society 45
two decades even though many if not most church members
still were not regularly doing genealogical work apparently very
few in the church escaped being touched at least in some way by
the influence of the society
in 1920 the society made new recommendations for strengthening stake and ward genealogical committees each stake was to
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appoint a genealogical representative with two assistants and
each ward was to organize a similar committee these committees
were to meet regularly supervise genealogical activities within
their stakes or wards give assistance to families conduct classwork and organize temple excursions 46 by 1932 committees were
organized most according to the official plan in every stake as
well as in many missions 47
the recommended plan for stake and ward organizations had
become highly elaborate by 1937 each committee consisted of a
genealogical representative and two counselors each of whom
had charge of various subcommittees or departments a secretary
endowment committee sealing committee baptism committee
temple project committee senior class committee junior class
committee research and records groups home teaching committee finance committee social committee and magazine and
society membership workers genealogy was highly visible which
was exactly what the society had in mind 48 the ideal plan
according to the lessons presented by the society in 1934 would
be to have one ward committee member for every twelve families
the hypothetical salt lake city ward with 1680 people and 400
family units was to have a committee consisting of thirty six
members including the representative and his two counselors 49
if the ideal plan were followed everyone in the ward above the
age of thirteen would soon be involved in some phase of genea
ealogical
work
presumably no stake achieved the ideal but according to the reports a number of stakes showed some impressive activity in the last
quarter of 1937 for example ensign stake in salt lake city reported
140 were active in genealog3070 families in the stake of these 11140
ical research eight wards were holding senior genealogical classes
and three were holding junior classes A total of 1299 people had
attended the temple performing 9889 baptisms for the dead 8172
dealings of wives to husendowments for the dead 2486 proxy sealings
beatings
tings of children to parents thirty one
seatings
sea lings
bands and 5850 proxy sealings
families subscribed to the genealogical magazine at the other end
of the scale many stakes had only a small number of families
engaged in research and did little temple work even if they were
relatively close to temples some stakes did not report at all 50
481
411
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the directors of the society

were concerned that church
members in the missions have the same instructions and challenges as those in the stakes church programs in the missions
however were usually less organized than those in the stakes
members in the missions were more scattered and in areas where
temples and the facilities of the society were not readily accessible elder john A widtsoe
Widtsoe president of the european mission
from 1927 to 1933 attempted to organize genealogical work on
that continent his plan was used and met with some success in a
few branches later the directors of the society attempted to
organize all the missions along the same lines as the stakes wherever it was feasible 51
some satisfying success stories emerged as members
outside the united states became more and more involved in
1935 after working for one and one half years a committee
in the czecho slovak mission presented its first group of names
for temple work they sent the names of eighty two relatives to

salt lake city in what they proudly dubbed the first
czecho slovak temple excursion in 1936 some saints in the
joinville brazil branch organized the first church genealogical
society in that country began to hold classes and set up correspon
spondence
dence with europe particularly germany the fifty nine
members in the branch had an average attendance of thirteen in
the eleven classes held that year probably a better average than
most wards in utah 52
churche genealogical program depended
the success of the churchs
greatly on local genealogical leaders they led the way in getting
church members involved in seeking out their ancestors and
performing temple work they were responsible for genealogical
classwork they recruited new members of the society sold
subscriptions to the magazine promoted various fund
fundraising
raising
activities including a book fund for the genealogical library in salt
lake city organized research excursions to the library especially
when it appeared that names for temple work were running short
arranged for volunteers to help copy records such as cemetery
files and helped index vital records their assigned activities
included taking surveys of all ward families to ascertain what
records the families had whether they were converted to
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genealogy and whether they were temple attenders they were
13 comthen to assist families that needed help in any respect 53
mittee members also functioned as genealogical home teachers
spending at least one night a week visiting homes and instructing
families in genealogical methods the results of all this activity
did not meet the societys
Socie tys expectations for while some committees took their responsibilities seriously others simply did not
51
follow through 54

promotion of local activity

the

society supported the work of its local committees with
a variety of programs and initiatives these included regional
genealogical conventions genealogical classes in cooperation with
the mutual improvement association separate genealogical classes
on mondays genealogical sunday junior genealogical classes and
more this program was designed to make genealogy as much a
part of everyday church activity as any other church work
at first apparently regional genealogical conventions
consisted merely of meetings for stake representatives held in
connection with general conferences in salt lake city then in the
1920s the society began to hold special conventions in the stakes
often with two or three stakes in combination these conventions
added to the demands placed on the time of church members but
in the view of the society it was the most important time a person
could contribute 55 about half the stakes participated 56
the problem of financing the stake conventions came up for
serious discussion in 1928 the directors of the society decided to
ask all genealogical workers in each stake to donate 25 .25
25 annually
to a special fund to pay convention costs soon the society established the policy of holding conventions only in those stakes that
so contributed in addition the travel expenses of the representatives from salt lake city were kept at modest figures in 1929
for example fifty four conventions were held at a total cost of
74525
745.25 or 13.80
74525
1380 each in 1934 sixty three conventions cost
about the same on average and 17987
179.87 was spent for a trip
17987
through several missions clearly the dedicated representatives of
the society had no tendency toward padded expense accounts 57
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widtsoe the society began
at the suggestion of elder john A Widtsoe
to develop standardized programs for these stake conventions
earlier programs emphasized doctrine but eventually the standard
programs also included practical instructions members of the
board insisted that convention representatives be prepared to give
efficient practical help and instructions and not spend the time of
sermon izing on general doctrinal themes 1 I58
the convention sermonizing
the society entrenched itself even more firmly into established local programs through the expansion of classwork in the
wards some conflict was probably unavoidable as the society
appeared to be encroaching on the grounds of other organizations
in the 1920s the church priesthood quorum meetings were held
on tuesday evening after which the mutual improvement
MLA held its classes in 1928 the president of the
association MIA
MIA george albert smith invited the society to conduct a genealogical
ea
class as part of the mutual program the society readily
agreed although some misunderstanding arose when the MIA left
the impression in its handbook that the genealogical class was a
division of MIA whereas the society wanted it made clear that the
class was under the direction of the society and the ward bishop
some people felt the class should be taught once or twice a
month while the society wanted it taught at least three times
such disagreements naturally irritated the leaders of the church
who were already having difficulty enough attempting to correlate
the various burgeoning church programs
melvln
melvin
meivinnJJ ballard general secretary of
in october 1931
Melvi
melvina
1931 elder melvinj
the MIA and elderjoseph
joseph fielding smith president of the society
eider
elder
Elde
eide rjoseph
both spoke out there should be no spirit of rivalry between
members of the two groups nor any thought that the success of
one group is a corresponding detriment to the other elder
ballard read from a statement prepared by the leaders of the MIA
surely we can cooperate in attaining the same grand objective
the saving of souls there should be no rivalry no petty jealousy elder smith affirmed it is the same church the same
115 9
215
ends59
gospel and all work towards the same ends
the solution in
this period was simply as originally planned for the ward MIA to
have two classes for adults one of which was genealogy making
the choice of which to attend optional it was also agreed that if
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the bishop saw fit the genealogical class could be held on a night
other than tuesday 60
the general trend in the 1930s moved toward setting aside
a special night for genealogical work in lieu of the tuesday night
class in 1952
1932 monday night was designated as the regular
night churchwise
Churchwide for genealogical classes 61 this schedule too
churchwide
did not work entirely smoothly in 1956
1936 for example one stake
president tried to persuade the genealogical committees to return to meeting with the MIA on tuesday so that monday could
be set side as home night in the stake A long discussion
among the board of directors ensued and a kind letter was sent
from joseph fielding smith to the presumably erring stake president it was reported that in your stake there was a move on
foot to make monday evening home night thus taking away
from the genealogical workers the night on which they meet
he wrote he then reported that the council of the twelve had
recently decided to suggest that saturday night be designated
home night throughout the church this they felt would be
good preparation for the sabbath and also would put a stop to
saturday night parties and dances which interfere so materially
with the sunday schools the following morning he further
reminded the stake president that they had already tried meeting with the MIA unsuccessfully we hope he said that
the workers in the genealogical work will not be deprived of the
night which they have chosen 62
by the end of the 1930s
1950s monday night was generally
accepted as genealogy night throughout the church while only a
small percent of the ward members attended this class those who
did constituted a genealogical teaching force that was supposed to
keep everyone else involved at least to some degree the fourth
monday of each month was genealogical home teaching night and
the genealogical class was responsible to make the visits after the
opening prayer said the instructions from church headquarters
162
362

the members should go out to their appointed districts for home
teaching two by two and make short but helpful visits ascertain
something about the person you are going to visit beforehand and
find where he needs your help give that help in the most efficient
way you can and be ready to report your visit at the next meeting of
the committee 63
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in the 1930s the society also established the fifth sunday of any
month that had five sundays as genealogy sunday local genea
ealogical
leaders planned and presented ward sacrament meeting
programs on that day
even after all this activity many local leaders were concerned that their ward members were not attending the temple
often enough As a result of this concern some wards started a
temple missionary program working with the ward genealogical
committees bishops called ward members on special missions to
attend the temple at least once a week in the hillcrest ward in
salt lake city for example bishop oscar J hannine
harline in 1928 began
to call groups of about twenty people on three month temple
missions later the time was reduced to two months the results
the bishop reported were greater spirituality temple attendance
and temple worthiness many other wards had similar programs
sometimes involving especially the elderly or the unemployed in
these callings 64
in 1934 however elder joseph fielding smith objected to
such mission calls it would be like calling people on missions
to attend sacrament meeting or to pay tithing he said these were
things that members were supposed to do without special calls
even though joseph christenson pointed out that this practice
had been going on for years and that its discontinuance would
be detrimental to temple work and would leave the temples
almost empty elder smith took the matter to the first
presidency and the twelve the decision as announced to the
board in february 1935 was that bishops and stake presidents
could instruct advise persuade and encourage temple attendance in every other way but that formal mission calls were not
to be issued As a result temple attendance decreased after the
temple mission calls ceased years later in 1949 the society
learned that some stakes were again issuing regular calls for
temple missions and elder smith again instructed the board that
61
such calls were inappropriate 65
another type of expansion occurred that the officers of the
society found undesirable apparently some missionaries were
using genealogy as an approach to missionary work and in 1939
president david 0 mckay of the first presidency questioned the
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E bennett secretary of the
advisability of this practice archibald F
society fully agreed and made efforts to so instruct the proper
missionary officials 66

genealogy and the youth

the youth were not exempt from the work of the
genealogical society As early as 1922 the primary association of
the church with the support and encouragement of the society
sponsored temple excursions for children over eight to perform
17
baptisms in behalf of the dead 67
nearly fifty thousand proxy baptisms were performed by primary children in 1923 68
in addition the young men at that time between the ages
of twelve and twenty one and young women of similar age were
urged to take a greater interest in genealogical work predictably
some zealous ward committeemembers
committee members soon suggested a junior
genealogical class one such person was karl weiss of the salt
lake city third ward in the liberty stake after accompanying
the youth to the temple for baptisms weiss discovered that none
of them kept records of the names for whom they had been
baptized and they did not seem to understand the full importance of what they were doing he was soon made chairman of
his ward committee and under his direction the first junior
genealogical class in his ward was held on 5 february 1929
other wards followed suit there is a vast field here being now
hardly touched the society noted with satisfaction at the end of
the year 69
the board seized the opening quickly and in october 1930
they officially approved a plan for junior genealogical classes
Churchwide joseph fielding smith prepared the lesson material
churchwide
churchwise
which consisted of twelve lessons young men studied it as part of
their weekly aaronic priesthood lessons taking one lesson each
month and the young women participated though the weekly
meetings of the MIA the book of remembrance project received its start in these junior genealogical classes As a place
to record important personal experiences and collect genealogical
records the book of remembrance became an important tradition in households throughout the church 70
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by 1935 due to the fact that genealogical instruction in the
priesthood quorums was only partially successful the society was
encouraging the formulation of junior genealogical classes sepafoil
fuli course of study was prepared the
rate from other activities A full
society also proposed that the sunday schools and seminaries be
encouraged to present genealogical lessons 71 in at least one case
a bishop issued written calls to young people to attend the class
for a time in the early 1930s even the primary association began
to give genealogical and record keeping instruction to children
between the ages of eight and twelve 72
although some people objected to requiring additional
activity from young people success stories poured in from various
places in the church in 1940 for example weber stake reported
that 103 students received certificates for completing a junior
genealogy course and thirteen received fourth year certificates
cache stake reported that many of its young people found more
interest in the genealogy lessons than any other subject from the
mission field the columbia south carolina branch reported ten
books of remembrance completed within the year 73
not everyone however was convinced some stake and
ward leaders were dismayed at the way such expanding programs
were eating away at the time of the young people church activity
on sunday MIA on tuesday the encouragement of at least one
night a week as home night along with studies and other school
and social activities all combined to make enough activity to take
another night each week for a genealogical class seemed to go too
far so strong was the feeling among twelve stake presidents that
late in 1936 they wrote a combined letter to the first presidency
it expressed the sentiments of all those who were concerned with
the cumulative demands of the church programs as well as
certain frustrations of church leadership
in recent years there has been a marked tendency to multiply
the calls made upon the time of our people both old and young
until it is next to impossible to find a time when we can meet our
children in the home circle

our immediate problem has to do with the

call made upon
us to hold weekly junior genealogical classes for boys and girls
we recognize that there is great value in such training but cannot a place be found for it in one of the organizations which is

already functioning
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in addition to all the church organizations and activities we
now have and besides the school work and school socials
sociats and other
functions that our young people are expected to participate in it
stiff
still
appears to us too much to lay it upon them as a duty to attend stinn
another weekly class we find that in many cases we cannot consistently ask attendance at these new classes on the part of gur
our own children in addition to what they are already doing and yet if we cannot
ask it of our own how can we consistently urge it upon others

if we demur to giving these new classes enthusiastic support
we are told by our genealogical workers that the movement is
prescribed by the general authorities of the church and we are
thus placed in the light of being out of harmony with our leaders
we are therefore taking this opportunity to state our case to you in
the hope that some way may be found to put this instruction in one
of our present youth organizations or if it may not at least be left
optional with ward bishoprick
bishoprics
bish oprics depending upon local conditions and
the kind of leadership available for such work

commenting on one bishops practice of officially calling
certain boys and girls to fulfill genealogical assignments the presidents observed that these young people were usually the most
active in other organizations and that parents felt they may well be
overburdened so that instead of finding pleasure in it they will
find it burdensome and distasteful yet parents are placed in the
embarrassing position of having their children decline the bishops
call if the new activity is not undertaken such a situation appears
to us very unfortunate 74
on december 22 that letter stimulated a lengthy discussion
among the directors of the society joseph fielding smith insisted
that such an attitude was a blow at one of the most important
activities ever instituted among young people not convinced by
the stake presidents the directors ended their meeting with a
unanimous decision to emphasize junior genealogical work in the
forthcoming conventions more than ever before
the board also decided to send letters to forty eight stake
presidents in whose stakes junior classes had been conducted in
order to obtain a wider sampling of opinion signed by joseph
fielding smith the letter asked four basic questions 1 what was
the value of the junior genealogical program 2 had compulsory
means been used to obtain attendance 53 were junior classes
requiring too much time 4 in view of the vital character of the
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training afforded what other ward organizations require youth
attendance at night and how much time do they demand
most stake presidents polled were highly supportive agreed
that junior genealogy should not be combined with MIA thought
it not too much to ask the youth to meet on monday night and
assured elder smith that no compulsory means were used the
president of cache stake for example reported an enrollment of
about 260 in the genealogical classes mostly young people from
twenty five years of age and a 70 percent attendance
sixteen to twentyfive
record there is so much social activity among our high school
and college students he observed that we think no harm can
come if we persuade them to miss a social in order to spend an
hour in learning something of their ancestors A few stake presidents nevertheless expressed mild reservations mostly because
they felt that the young people were already too busy and that
taking another night for a church program was a little too much
1
1I believe if this class could be made part of the sunday school
classes wrote the president of the oakland stake then all the
1175
75
youth of the church would get the benefit 7175
the society used these results to make an even stronger case
for junior genealogy on 18 january 1937 elder smith sent a circular to all stake presidents and bishops reminding them of the
importance of temple work in general and junior genealogical
work in particular strange as it may appear he reported we
have met with opposition and there is a great deal of indifference
shown by many officers in stakes and wards he enclosed a list of
twenty invaluable and permanent benefits directly resulting from
junior genealogical classes that had been recently pointed out
by a number of stake presidents these were compiled from the
responses to his earlier letter he also included several impressive
quotations from the supportive letters that had been received 76
although concerns continued to be expressed from time to
time junior genealogical classes continued for another twenty years
or more many young people received awards and certificates for
work completed and it became an important church tradition
for them to make temple excursions to perform baptisms some
young people completed special genealogical projects compiled
pedigreed
personal pedigrees
pedigrees and frequented cemeteries to copy information

I

711
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from tombstones for later compilation into genealogical records
many people who later became prominent in genealogical work
were first introduced to genealogy through the junior classes

other genealogical activities
the society found many other ways to promote

its interests

genealogical conventions continued speeches were sometimes
broadcast over radio and other genealogical programs of various
sorts were presented whenever possible considerable energy was
spent on pageants and other public productions one of the
earliest productions occurred in connection with the centennial of
the first visit of the angel moroni to young joseph smith it was
1923 during general conference with the
celebrated on 6 october 1925
performance of an oratorio composed by B cecil gates entitled
salvation for the dead the oratorio was prepared for performance under the auspices of elder john A widtsoe and B cecil
gates and was sung by the tabernacle choir other pageants were
presented on such themes as the ancestry of george washington
joseph smith brigham young and prominent political and church
1936 a pageant marked the one hundredth anniversary
leaders in 1956
of the visitation of elijah to joseph smith A few years later the old
testament prophet was also honored in a tabernacle choir production of mendelssohns
Mendels sohns elijah
with all this activity the rooms provided for the society at
the church office building on south temple street became
cramped the society moved to larger quarters in the joseph FE
smith memorial building part of a complex recently vacated by
the LDS college the new headquarters occupied three floors
of the newly renovated building just north of the hotel utah
on the first floor was a two hundred seat classroom and the
temple index bureau the archives the business department and
the research department were given ample space on the second
floor and the third floor was devoted to a public reading room
with a capacity for three hundred persons this move was far
more complicated than earlier moves the temple index bureau
alone had six million name cards and was acquiring more at the
rate of 400000 per year the library contained some 16000
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hearts turned

joseph F smith memorial building december 1933 at 80 north main
salt lake city location of the genealogical society 1934 62

volumes as well as an elaborate index and the society had a large
staff of men and women serving the public
formal opening of the new quarters came with an open
house on 17 january 1934 it was attended by nearly 5000 people
some 2000 of whom stayed for the public meeting in the fourth
floor auditorium at 800 PM and heard several general authorities
remind them of the importance of the work in which they were
engaged the spirit of the lord remarked elder david 0 mckay
had been felt not only by the saints but also by many others
causing them to collect their genealogies these have been made
available to the latter day saints and proves to us conclusively that
this is the time of fulfillment of the prophecy of elijah 77
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lake tribune 14 january 1934
saltlake
51
1 garrett myers oral history interviews by bruce blumell 1976 typescript james moyle oral history program interview 3 2 3 archives division
historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
IDS
city cited hereafter as LDS
ins church archives also L garrett myers telephone
interview by jessie embry 20 january 1977 see also james M black oral
history interview by bruce blumell 1975 typescript james moyle oral history
program interview 4 LDS church archives black says he did a lot of genealogy
during this period because it was hard for him to get a job
archibald F bennett research finds lost girl
instructor 91
december 1956 384
this seems to be one implication of a speech given by benjamin F
cummings at the granite stake genealogical convention 11 june 1917 though
the intent of his comments was to encourage genealogical researchers to consult the index then communicate with the people working on the line before
they continued B F cummings research work and the genealogical society
of utah utah genealogical and historical magazine 8 july 1917 135
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the library of the genealogical society of utah UGHM 10 1919 119
gmary camenish interview by james B alien
mary
ailen 3 march 1977 provo utah
allen
IDS church archives
tape recording LDS
IO
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camenish interview
camenish interview
genealogical society minutes 22 april 1921 family history department
of the church hereafter cited as FHD
13
genealogical society minutes 16 june 1922 joseph fielding smith to
LDS church
joseph R shepherd 28 october 1922 joseph fielding smith papers IDS
archives joseph R shepherd to joseph fielding smith 27 october 1922 joseph
LDS church archives
fielding sn
smith
dth papers IDS
ath
14
14archibald
archibald F bennett the growth of the temple index bureau
a worldwide clearing house improvement era 39 april 1936 219 20
15
harry H russell to genealogical committee 31 july 1932 joseph
LDS church archives
fielding smith papers IDS
16
harry H russell statement dated 5 january 1932 joseph fielding smith
LDS church archives harry H russell to joseph fielding smith 15 may
papers IDS
1932 joseph fielding smith papers LDS church archives the mention of provo
is an allusion to the state mental hospital in provo
17
genealogical society minutes 12 october 1926 joseph fielding smith to
president heber J grant and counselors 1I november 1926 as reported in
genealogical society minutes 19 november 1926
heber J grant to joseph fielding smith I1 june 1935 joseph fielding
IDS church archives joseph fielding smith to harry H russell
smith papers LDS
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questions asked and answered at the inter stake genealogical convention
idaho falls 12 13 december 1922 UGHM 14 april 1923 70 john A widtsoe
Widt soe
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Farger gren ella hecksher and her work UGHM 19 january 1928 9 hans N
fargergren
ogaard and his work genealogical research in denmark UGHM 19 january
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192812

deseret news 23 march 1935
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2727joseph
joseph fielding smith and others to lillian cameron 1I july 1920
genealogical society correspondence FHD
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genealogical society minutes 10 april and 8 november 1923 deseret
news 24 april 1923
29 genealogical
society minutes 14 september 1924 9 april 1928
30 30andrew
andrew K smith the genealogical research bureau its organization
and how to cooperate with it UGHM 19 july 1928 114 23 andrew K
smith extending the benefits of the research clearing house to those
compiling their own genealogy UGHM 18 october 1927 151 53
andrew K smith vicarious offerings the research clearing house UGHM 18
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memberships UGHM 30 january 1939 25
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genealogical society minutes 22 march 1929 myers interview 3 17
36 36archibald
archibald F bennett to heber J grant in genealogical society minutes
25 september 1928
37 see
for example genealogical society minutes 26 june 1926
3genealogical
genealogical society minutes 25 september 1928 many other minutes in
this period of time suggest the same concern and some disapproval of the name
gathering process see also our responsibility in research and temple work
UGHM 20 january 1929 46 48
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39genealogical
genealogical society minutes 25 september 1928
genealogical society minutes 25 september 1928
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genealogical society minutes 2 july 1935 see also minutes for
17 september 1935 where the board discussed the problem of the same
researcher providing that kind of data for saints in idaho
genealogical society minutes 19 march 1939 which include a copy of
the letter from joseph fielding smith to nicholas G smith 6 march 1936
13
13minutes
minutes of the board of directors 21 april 1942 572 FHD
14
joseph fielding smith the genealogical society its purpose and
mission an address to the idaho falls genealogical convention 17 18 january
1922 UGHM 13 april 1922 75
45
45deseret
deseret news 18 december 1920
46
one set of instructions clearly suggested the societys
Socie tys negative attitude toward the lack of genealogical activity of many church members the
ward committees it said were to assist and supplement the work of the ward
teachers in converting the negligent or the unconverted to the need of so living
that they may become worthy of entering the house of the lord instructions
for stake and ward genealogical workers UGHM 14 january 1923 29 see
also genealogical society minutes 18 june and 16 july 1920 handbook for
47
genealogy and temple work 1924 ed 237
23747
17
17genealogical
genealogical society minutes 11 april 1932
41
organization chart for stakes and wards recommended by the genealogical society of utah UGHM 28 october 1937 167
49
49lesson
lesson five the wise appointment of responsibilities UGHM 25
41

october 1934 174
50stake
stake genealogical activities 1I october to 31 december 1937
UGHM 29 april 1938 82 83
5genealogical
genealogical society minutes 22 march 1929 14 april 1931 18 october
Widtsoe european program
1932 millennial star 19 september 1929 john A widtsoe
for genealogical study research and exchange UGHM 21 january 1930
33 34 john A widtsoe
Widtsoe genealogical activities in europe UGHM 22 july
log
1931 97106
97 106
193197106
193197
52 spencer L taggert
the first czecho slovak temple excursion
ughm26
UGHM 26 october 193 5 183 deseret news 23 january 1937
53nephi
nephi anderson duties of ward committees in report of idaho falls
62
genealogical convention UGHM 13 april 1922 59
5962
5genealogical
genealogical society minutes 21 may 1926 richard B summerhays to
LDS
stake representatives 11 august 1926 genealogical society circular letters IDS
church archives field notes for genealogical committeemen home
11 of a lesson outline
112 18 part II
teaching UGHM 24 july 1933 11218
the art of
home teaching UGHM 26 january 1935 17 48 senior classwork
department teaching one another lessons 31 38 UGHM 31 january 1940
40
45 home teaching department in various issues of UGHM 1930s especially
4045
55 55genealogical
genealogical society minutes 15 november 1924 14 april
apnl
annl 1936
george D pyper to archibald F bennett 16 october 1936 copy in joseph
IDS church archives
fielding smith papers LDS
56
in 1930 for example there were 104 stakes sixty four had contributed
to the convention fund and sixty conventions were held in 1935 there were 115
stakes and seventy nine conventions were held genealogical society minutes
23 january 1931 21 january 1936
50
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genealogical society minutes 30 october and 23 november 1928 20
december 1929 23 january 1931 28 january 1933 9 april 1934 5 february
1935 21 january 1936 letter from archibald F bennett to stake representatives
7 december 1928 genealogical society circular letters LDS church archives
5genealogical
genealogical society minutes 2 april 1935 see also the program for one
of the early conventions as outlined in deseret news 25 november 1922 and
compare with later programs as outlined in deseret news 14 january 1933
and convention program for 1939 UGHM 30 january 1939 23 24
59
deseret news 5 october 1931
1931
deseret news 5 october 1931
1931 weekly genealogical classes UGHM 19
october 1928 181 82 weekly genealogical classes lesson department
UGHM 20 january 1929 45 46 ethel 1I bird A successful class in genealogy
UGHM 20 april 1929 86 87 genealogical classes in the MIA UGHM 21
january 1930 31 33 deseret news 15 november 1930 joseph fielding smith
bish oprics 30 august 1928 genealogical society circular letters LDS
bishoprics
to ward bishoprick
10 june 1930
church archives genealogical society minutes 21 september 1928
192810
archibald F bennett to stake representatives 1 june 1932 genealogical
society circular letters LDS church archives
genealogical society minutes 7 14 april 1936 the lessons offered by
the society were not limited to the how to aspects of genealogy in 1924 the
por
agr
society published its handbookor
or genealogy and temple work prepared by
handbook
for
susa young gates its twenty nine chapters contained both doctrinal and practical instruction the lessons for 1928 were based on the text seeking after our
dead much of which was doctrinal in nature in 1931 joseph fielding smiths
the way to perfection was published this series of purely doctrinal essays provided lesson material for nearly a year and a half lesson outlines based on the
forty nine chapters in the book were published in the genealogical magazine
then came a three year instruction program in which the first year 1933
consisted of doctrinally oriented lessons entitled our lineage and the second
was a practical series of administrative lessons church service on genealogical
committees the rotation began again in 1937 with the way to perfection
then in 193940
1939 40 a new manual teaching one another was added written
like a story each lesson centered around an episode in the life of the fictional
george brown who became a genealogical worker and finally chairman of
the genealogical committee in his ward it contained a mixture of doctrinal and
practical lessons
genealogical society of utah teaching one another salt lake city
genealogical society of utah 1938 24
oscar J harline what temple work did for our ward UGHM 25
october 1934 150 51 walter M everton devices for increasing temple
UGHM 24 april 1933 7273
attendance ughm24
72 73 joseph christenson and archibald F
bennett to joseph fielding smith 18 december 1934 genealogical society correspon dence FHD myers interview 3 2 3
spondence
15
genealogical society minutes 18 december 1934 5 february 1935
19 may 1936 15 march 1949
archibald F bennett to david 0 mckay 3 november 1939 david 0
mckay papers LDS church archives
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74
genealogical society minutes 22 december 1936 interestingly two
future general authorities were among the signers of the letter marvin 0 ashton
and harold B lee
7elder
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eider smiths letter plus many of the replies and some excerpts from the
elder
replies are found in the joseph fielding smith papers LDS church archives
76
joseph fielding smith to presidents of stakes and bishops of wards
18 january 1937 joseph fielding smith papers LDS church archives
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